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Four years ago I was released from a Mistress/female slave relationship that lasted almost three years. I was
trained well during that time and my release from servitude was not due to my own misconduct or inability as
a slave. Still suddenly I found myself alone. I was an experienced masochist. I have been submissive since I
was little and its something I no longer fight. From a young age, I always followed the rules and let other

people lead. I searched for a while for the perfect older woman who would accept me as her slave. I wanted to
live with her and for her to be in control of me as she is of her other property. I love older women, especially
mommy dommes and disciplinarians. I wanted to be a slave to a sadistic Mistress for the rest of my life. I
wanted to belong to a woman I could worship. I was ready to once again devote myself to being a Mistress'

full time slave. Happily I found her and eagerly I became the domestic and sex slave she required.

Slave contract. Books online MistressSlave Bdsm Contract. Mistressslave Female Led Relationship a
submissive male surrendering to a dominant female. Slave And Master Format.

Mistress Slave

Written by Mrs. Entered into between. Read MistressSlave Bdsm Contract. She signed a years BDSM
contract Molly Mae. The most secure digital platform to get legally binding electronically signed documents
in just a few seconds. The written contract is not just useful to new dynamics trying to create a roadmap of
new Power Exchange dynamic it can help prevent problems up ahead and provide a lovely reminder of how
far youve traveled together. The contract is a reminder of the many duties and responsibilities of a livein
slave. Mistressslave BDSM Contract This extensive sexually charged Mistressfemale slave. trained and

controlled in all aspects of life and become a real life 247 live in slave to always put my Mistress happiness
pleasure and satisfaction as my number one priority and purpose of. Barbie Doll to barefoot training. To do so
will be considered a breach of Slavery Contract and will result in extreme punishment or Slavery Contract
termination. Read reviews from worlds largest community for readers. Jacks Reformatory for Wayward boys

will ensure you are educated reformed and understand the art of servitude. slave Contract to Mistress I

https://readerzone.in.net/books1?q=Mistress/slave BDSM Contract


hereinafter referred to as slave does of hisher own free will and being of sound mind and body offer
himselfherself. As referred to in Couples Chastity Play. slave Contract to Mistress I . Subslave shall not

invoke the safe word unless absolutely necessary.
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